The Minimum Sum Coloring Problem (M SCP ) is derived from the Graph Coloring Problem (GCP ) by associating a weight to each color. The aim of M SCP is to find a coloring solution of a graph such that the sum of color weights is minimum. M SCP has important applications in fields such as scheduling and VLSI design. We propose in this paper new upper bounds of the chromatic strength, i.e. the minimum number of colors in an optimal solution of M SCP , based on an abstraction of all possible colorings of a graph called motif. Experimental results on standard benchmarks show that our new bounds are significantly tighter than the previous bounds in general, allowing to reduce substantially the search space when solving M SCP .
Introduction
The Graph Coloring Problem (GCP ) is an important NP-hard combinatorial problem. A lot of effort has been devoted to study it. Two main types of algorithms (also called solvers) are developed for solving GCP : exact methods and approximate methods. Exact methods aim at finding an optimal solution of the problem, including the approaches based on branch-and-bound schema [23] , on graph decomposition [21] , and on SAT solving by encoding the problem into an equivalent propositional formula [30] . The minimum number of colors needed to color a graph G is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted by χ(G). The approximate methods aim at finding an upper bound or a lower bound of the optimal solution of the problem, including : greedy algorithms such as the famous DSATUR [6] , and various heuristic or meta-heuristic algorithms [26, 11, 20] . In the literature, these methods are usually evaluated on standard benchmarks such as DIMACS and COLOR [7, 12] .
The Minimum Sum Coloring Problem (M SCP ) is derived from GCP and is introduced in 1989 by Kubicka et Schwenk [16] , by associating a weight to each color. The aim of M SCP is to find a valid coloring solution that minimizes the sum of color weights. The minimum number of colors in an optimal solution of M SCP for a graph G is called the chromatic strength of G and is denoted by s(G). Note that s(G) can be bigger than χ(G). M SCP has important applications in fields such as scheduling, VLSI design and ressource allocation [1, 22] . For example, to calculate the best quality of service in a distributed system with shared resource amounts to solve M SCP . The main results on M SCP include the theoretical bounds [13, 29, 22, 2] and the structural properties relative to the graph families for which efficient M SCP algorithms exist. Recently, heuristics and meta-heuristics for M SCP are proposed in [19] and [28, 15, 3, 25] respectively, giving bounds for DIMACS and COLOR graphs, and exact methods are proposed in [17] .
When solving GCP and M SCP for a graph G, an algorithm generally has to explore the search space of GCP and M SCP that grows exponentially with the number of colors to be considered. In practice it is substantially harder to reduce the number of colors to be considered when solving M SCP than when solving GCP . In fact, for GCP when a valid coloring solution with k colors is found, the sub-space with k or more colors can be pruned. However, this is not the case for M SCP , because the optimal solution of M SCP can involve more than k colors. So, establishing a tight upper bound of s(G) is essential to solve M SCP .
Unfortunately, there are few works in the literature allowing to derive a tight upper bound of s(G). The only two existing upper bounds in our knowledge are proposed in [24] and in [9] respectively. In this paper, we propose two new upper bounds of s(G) by exploring an abstraction of the set of coloring solutions of G called motif. The notion of motif was already used by Bonomo and Valencia-Pabon in [4, 5] to solve M SCP for P 4 -sparse graphs. However, it is the first time in our knowledge that motifs are used for upper bounding s(G). By skillfully identifying and excluding those motifs that cannot correspond to an optimal solution of MSCP, we derive the two new upper bounds of s(G) from the remaining motifs. The experimental results on standard benchmarks DIMACS and COLOR [7, 12] for coloring problems show that our bounds are substantially better than the existing bound proposed in [9] in general. In some instances, the gain is greater than 200 colors. The other existing bound proposed in [24] is not compared because it is trivial. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the preliminaries necessary for our approach. Section 3 presents our approach for identifying the motifs that cannot correspond to an optimal solution of M SCP and for computing the new upper bounds of s(G). Section 4 compares our new upper bounds with the existing bound proposed in [9] on the DIMACS and COLOR graphs. Section 5 concludes.
Preliminaries

Basic definitions, GCP, MSCP, MaxClique and MaxStable
We consider an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of vertices (|V | = n) and E ⊆ V 2 a set of edges. The set of adjacent (or neighbor) vertices of v ∈ V , denoted by N , is defined as :
A coloring of a graph G with k colors is a function c : V → {1, 2, . . . , k} that assigns to each vertex v ∈ V a color c(v). A coloring is valid, if ∀(u, v) ∈ E, c(u) = c(v). We denote a coloring of G with k colors by X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k }, where X i = {v ∈ V | c(v) = i} is called a color class. The Graph Coloring Problem (GCP ) consists in finding a valid coloring X of G with minimum k. Such k is called the chromatic number of G, and is denoted by χ(G). GCP is NP-Hard [8] .
The Minimum Sum Coloring Problem (M SCP ) is derived from GCP by associating a weight w i with each color i. In this paper, we consider w i = i. We denote by Σ(X) the sum of color weights of a coloring : Given a graph G, M SCP consists in finding a valid coloring X of G with the minimum sum of color weights Σ(X). This minimum sum is called the chromatic sum of G and is denoted by Σ(G) :
is a valid coloring of G}
Kubicka and Schwenk proved that M SCP is NP-Hard [16] . An optimal solution of GCP does not necessarily correspond to an optimal solution for M SCP . For example, the optimal solution of GCP for the graph in Figure 2 uses 2 colors, for which the sum of color weights is 12, while an optimal solution of M SCP for this graph uses 3 colors. The chromatic sum of the graph is 11. The minimum number of colors in an optimal solution of M SCP of a graph G is called chromatic strength (or simply strength) of G, and is denoted by s(G).
A valid coloring of a graph G = (V, E) with k colors c : V → {1, 2, . . . , k} is to be found in a set of colorings of cardinality k |V | , which forms the search space for both GCP and M SCP . The number k must be large enough to achieve an optimal solution. While GCP and M SCP are both NP-hard, M SCP is much harder to solve than GCP in practice, because it is much more complex to prune search space when solving M SCP . So, determining an upper bound of s(G) as tight as possible is essential for solving M SCP .
Given a graph G, the MaxClique (MaxStable) problem consists in finding a clique (stable set) with the maximum cardinality in G. Note that finding a maximum stable set in G is equivalent to finding a maximum clique in G.
Major coloring
For a given coloring X, each color class X i is a stable set. We can exchange two colors i and j without impacting the validity of X. The set of colorings that can be achieved by such exchanges from X, are symmetric and form an equivalence class, denoted by Θ(X). All colorings of Θ(X) use the same number of colors, but they do not give the same sum of color weights. Refer to Figure 1 , the sum of color weights of the coloring {{a, e} 1 , {b} 2 , {c, d, f } 3 } is 13, while the sum of color weights of the coloring {{a, e} 1 , {c, d, f } 2 , {b} 3 } is 11. Therefore, we define the notion of major coloring. Figure 1 , the coloring X = {{c, d, f } 1 , {a, e} 2 , {b} 3 } is a major coloring of the graph.
Example 2. Refer to
The following property is a direct consequence of Definition 1.
Property 1. Let Θ(X) be the set of symmetric colorings of X and X m a major coloring of Θ(X), then
Consequently, only major colorings need to be considered when solving M SCP . In the sequel, all colorings we consider are major and are simply written as X.
Motifs
Any major coloring X with k colors corresponds to a non-increasing sequence p of integers :
The sum of color weights of X can be computed as :
(1)
The interest of the motif notion is that a motif provides an abstraction of several colorings, that is essential for M SCP . For example, refer to Figure 1 , the two different colorings {c, d, f } 1 , {b, e} 2 , {a} 3 and {a, e, f } 1 , {b, c} 2 , {e} 3 can be represented by the same motif p = (3, 2, 1). Two different motifs represent necessarily different colorings. Nevertheless, a motif can represent an invalid coloring, because it does not include any structural property of a graph. For example, refer to Figure 1 , the motifs (5, 1) and (4, 1, 1) do not represent any valid coloring of the graph. As we will show in Section 3.4, some characteristics of a graph can be used to exclude a part of motifs representing invalid colorings, so that we can derive interesting properties for M SCP from the remaining motifs. We denote by φ(n) the set of all motifs for any graph with n vertices, and φ(n, k) the set of motifs with k colors for any graph with n vertices.
The number of motifs in φ(n) is equal to the number of partitions of n into non-increasing integers, which grows exponentially with n. Hardy and Ramanujan [10] give an approximate number of partitions of n into non-increasing integers : Our approach works in φ(n) to find a tight upper bound of the chromatic strength of any graph with n vertices, using the dominance relation between the motifs defined in the next subsection.
Dominance relation
The dominance relation, denoted by , between the motifs of φ(n) was introduced by Bonomo and Valencia in [4, 5] to compute the chromatic sum of a subset of P 4 -sparse graphs, or an upper bound of the chromatic sum for general P 4 -sparse graphs. We adapt their definition for our approach to derive tight upper bounds of the chromatic strength.
Definition 2. Let p and q be two motifs in φ(n). We say that p dominates q, denoted by p q, if and
The main difference of Definition 2 with the original definition in [4] is that in this paper we explicitly
q[x] = n, because p and q are both in φ(n).
Two motifs are not necessarily comparable, as shown in Example 4.
Example 4. Let p and q be two motifs of a graph G with 15 vertices, p = (9, 3, 3) and q = (8, 6, 1).
If t = 2 :
p q and q p, i.e., p and q are not comparable.
So, the dominance relation is a partial order. It is easy to prove the following property that makes the dominance relation useful for M SCP [4, 5] .
Property 2. Let G be a graph, p and q two motifs corresponding to two valid colorings X and
Tight upper bounds for the chromatic strength
Much effort is spent to establish the relationship between the structural properties of a graph G and its chromatic sum [2, 27, 14, 5] . However, less attention is paid to the chromatic strength. Property 3 states a trivial upper bound of s(G) found in [24] :
A better upper bound based on a valid coloring of G is given in [9] and is stated in Property 4.
Property 4. Let G be a graph and X a valid coloring with k colors, then
In this section, we propose two new upper bounds of s(G) based on a valid coloring of G by exploring φ(n). For this purpose, we first present a total order in φ(n) and an algorithm allowing to assign an index to each motif in φ(n, k), which is needed for the understanding of the new upper bounds. Then we present the bounds after explaining their principle.
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Establishing a total order in φ(n)
The set of motifs φ(n) can be sorted in the following order : φ(n, 1), φ(n, 2), . . . , φ(n, n), then each φ(n, k) is sorted in the decreasing lexicographical order. As an example, Table 2 lists all motifs in φ(8) in the above order.
Algorithm 1 generates the motifs of φ(n, k) in the decreasing lexicographic order, so that we can assign an index i to each motif in φ(n, k). Definition 3. We denote by p i k the i th motif in φ(n, k).
and the last motif in φ(n, k) is
Algorithm 1 works as follows. Given two positive integers n and k such that k ≤ n, and a motif p under construction that is initially empty, the algorithm generates all partitions of n into k integers in the decreasing lexicographic order. Each partition begins by the first integer that should be between sup that is n − k + 1 if p is empty, min(n − k + 1, min(p)) otherwise, and n k , the other integers being generated by a recursive call of the algorithm. Note that the first integer should not be bigger than the minimum integer in p if p is not empty. The integers of each partition are appended to the end of p to form a complete motif in decreasing order.
For example, in the call MOTIF(3, 8, ∅, ∅) (p=φ=∅), the algorithm generates each first integer between 6 and 3. When the first integer is 6, the algorithm calls MOTIF(2, 2, {6}, ∅) which generates only one partition of 2 into 2 integers (i.e. (1, 1) ) appended into {6} to form a complete motif (6, 1, 1) . When the first integer is 4, the algorithm calls MOTIF(4, 2, {4}, {(6, 1, 1), (5, 3, 2)}) that generates two partitions of 4 into 2 integers : (3, 1) and (2, 2), each partition being appended into {4} to form a complete motif. See Table 2 for all results.
Algorithme 1: MOTIF(n, k, p, φ)
Input : two positive integers n and k such that k ≤ n, motif p under construction, set of motifs φ under construction Output : a set of motifs φ in decreasing lexicographic order 1 begin
Principle of the new upper bounds
Given a valid coloring X of a graph G and its associated motif p, we will find the number k t of colors such that all motifs with k t or more colors are dominated by p. Namely :
Note that ψ is not empty, because it contains trivially the only motif (1, 1, . . . , 1) in φ(n, n) for k t = n. Since ψ does not contain any valid coloring better than p, k t is an upper bound of s(G). The problem is to make k t as small as possible.
Based on this above principle, we will establish two upper bounds for s(G) : UB a , an algebraic upper bound, and UB s , an algorithmic upper bound based on a maximum stable set of G.
UB a , an algebraic upper bound for s(G)
UB a is based on the following two properties.
Property 5. Let G = (V, E) with |V |=n, and k ≤ n be an integer. The motif p 1 k = (n − k + 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) dominates all other motifs in φ(n, k).
In fact, let q ∈ φ(n, k). Then ∀t such that 1 ≤ t ≤ k,
Property 6. Let G = (V, E) with |V |= n, and k and k ′ be two integers such that 1≤k<k ′ ≤n. The motif p 1 k = (n − k + 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) 1, 1, . . . , 1) .
. Property 5 and Property 6 mean that the motif p 1 k = (n-k+1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) dominates any motif in φ(n, k
The sum coloring of p 1 k is :
So UB a is the smallest number max(k-1, |X|) of colors such that
Equation 5 means that a sum coloring with k or more colors cannot be better than the known valid coloring X according to Property 5 and Property 6. So, the optimal solution must be with at most k-1 colors if X uses fewer than k colors, k otherwise.
Using Equation 4, Equation 5 is transformed to
is valid if and only if :
UB a is a new algebraic upper bound of s(G). Note that apart from the valid coloring X, UB a does not consider any other structural information of G. We will show in the next subsection that we can obtain a better upper bound by taking into account more structural information of G.
UB s , an algorithmic upper bound of s(G)
Although MaxClique, GCP and M SCP are all NP-hard problems, MaxClique is relatively easier to solve than GCP and M SCP in practice. For example, the state-of-the-art exact algorithm IncMaxClique [18] finds a maximum clique of any random graph of 200 vertices in few seconds, but no exact algorithm in our knowledge is able to find the chromatic number of a random graph of 200 vertices and density 0.5 in reasonable time (a random graph of density d is generated by making each pair of vertices adjacent with probability d). So, we can find a maximum stable set of a graph G, which is a maximum clique in the complement graph G, to compute an upper bound better than U B a , based on Property 7.
Property 7. Let α(G) denote the cardinality of a maximum stable set of G. A motif in which the first integer is bigger than α(G) does not correspond to any valid coloring of G.
We show in the sequel how to derive an upper bound of s(G) called UB s by restricting ourselves to all motifs in which the first integer is smaller than or equal to α(G). For this purpose, we define a notion called major motif which is motivated by the following observation. Given any valid major coloring X, it is sometimes possible to find two color classes X i and X j (i<j) such that a vertex of X j can be moved into X i to obtain another valid major coloring X ′ . Clearly Σ(X ′ )<Σ(X) and the motif p ′ associated with X ′ dominates the motif p associated with X. The motif p ′ is obtained by decrementing the j th integer of p by 1 and incrementing the i th integer of p by 1. We call this transformation of p left-shifting operation. Note that the left-shifting operation is not always possible, because one must keep the integers of the resulting motif in non-increasing order. Moreover, all integers in the resulting motif should be positive. Given two integers n and k, we are interested in those motifs in φ(n, k), called major motifs, that cannot be transformed into another motif in φ(n, k) by a left-shifting operation without incrementing the first integer.
Example 5. Consider φ(8, 4) (refer to Table 2 ). The major motifs are (5,1,1,1), (4,2,1,1), (3,3,1,1) and  (2,2,2,2) . In fact, unless the first integer is incremented, these motifs cannot be transformed into any motif in φ (8, 4) by a left-shifting operation.
Let λ denote the first integer of a motif. We have n k ≤ λ ≤ n − k + 1. Intuitively, a motif is major if it contains the maximum number (β) of integers equal to its first integer, λ. The remaining value of n (i.e. n − β × λ) should be partitioned into k − β positive integers. So β is the maximum integer satisfying n − β × λ ≥ k − β, or β ≤ 
The interest of the major motif notion lies in the following two properties. The first one, Property 8, says that a major motif in φ(n, k) dominates all motifs φ(n, k) with the same first integer and represents the best sum coloring among these motifs. Property 8. Let p and q be two motifs in φ(n, k) such that p is major and
Moreover, ∀t such that
Therefore, p q.
Property 9 compares two majors motifs in φ(n, k).
Property 9. Let p and q be two major motifs in φ(n, k).
Since motifs in φ(n, k) are in decreasing lexicographical order, Property 8 and Property 9 imply that a major motif in φ(n, k) dominates all subsequent motifs in φ(n, k), as stated in Property 10.
Observe that while a major coloring is the best sum coloring in a set of symmetric colorings, a major motif is the best motif in a set of motifs in the sense of Property 10. A direct consequence is that ∀p
The following property compares the major motif p
Property 11. Let k and k ′ be two integers such that k < k ′ , and ψ = We now prove the most important property of this paper. 
is a sequence of non-increasing positive integers), implying
Given a valid coloring X of a graph G with n vertices and the cardinality α(G) of a maximum stable set of G, we can search for the smallest k and the major motif p
Property 12 says that a valid coloring of G with k or more colors better than X cannot be found. So UB s = k − 1. Algorithm 2 implements UB s . The function constructM ajorM otif (λ, k) constructs a major motif p ∈ φ(n, k) such that p[1] = λ, as defined in Definition 4. The function computeSumColoring(p) computes the sum of color weights of p, as shown in Equation 1.
The complexity of the constructM ajorM otif (λ, k) function and the complexity of the computeSumColoring(p) function are both O(k). Since k ≤ n, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n 2 ). UBa UBs  queen8-12  96  1368  12  624  32  8  0  22  33  12  queen8-8  64  728  9  291  27  8  0  18  21  10  queen9-9  81  1056  10  409  32  9  0  21  26  11  school1  385  19095  14  2674  282  41  2  148  68  45  school1-nsh  352  14612  14  2392  232  39  0  123  64 Table 3 : Comparison of our new algebraic bound (UBa) and algorithmic bound (UBs) with the bound of Hajiabolhassan et al. [9] (UB hmt ).
The results in Table 3 shows that our algebraic bound (UBa) is already better than the results of Hajiabolhassan et al. given by Property 4 (UB hmt ), except for some graphs with low degree (le450, queen). UBa gives a better lower bound for 42 instances among 74. However, when a maximum stable set can be found in reasonable time using IncMaxCLQ, our algorithmic bound (UBs) is significantly better than UB hmt in general. UBs gives a better lower bound for 66 instances among 74. For example, while UB hmt for the three graphs inithx is 278, 286 and 287 respectively, UBs is 72, 48 and 48 respectively (UBa is 75, 53 and 52 respectively). Another example is the graph le450-5d for which UB hmt = 37, while UBs = 5. These results show the performance of our approach for reducing the number of colors to be considered when solving M SCP .
Conclusion
In this paper we focused on one component of the Minimum Sum Coloring Problem (M SCP ), the chromatic strength s(G) of the graph G. We have proposed two new upper bounds of s(G), called UBa and UBs respectively. UBa and UBs both use a known valid coloring X of the graph and explore a set of motifs representing an abstraction of all possible colorings of the graph. UBa is obtained by identifying the number of colors from which a coloring better than X cannot be obtained.
Apart from X, UBa does not exploit any other structure property of the graph. UBs is a more established upper bound. In order to determine UBs, we introduced a notion called major motif that exploits the dominance relation on the set of motifs. Indeed, such a motif represents the best sum coloring among all motifs with the same or more number of colors and the same or smaller first integer.
Computing UBs consists in identifying a major motif whose the first integer is the cardinality of a maximum stable set of the graph, and whose the sum coloring is greater than the sum of X. The maximum stable set is computed using the exact MaxClique algorithm IncMaxCLQ. Thus, we exclude the colorings that cannot be valid for the graph and the colorings that cannot be better than X. UBs is derived from the remaining colorings thanks to our algorithm CUBs.
We evaluated UBa and UBs on DIMACS and COLOR graphs. The experimental results show that UBa is already better than the previous bounds except for some graphs with low degree. The algorithmic upper bound UBs, based on the major motif notion and a maximum stable set, outperforms generally all others bounds allowing to reduce substantially the search space when solving M SCP .
In the future, we plan to integrate more structural properties of a graph to further improve UBs, and to develop efficient algorithms to solve M SCP based on UBs.
